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[u-bit #19200240]
06:00:15 1) film about conservation of African elephants in East Africa
(S) “The African
-06:27:43 - elephant from mud bath, herd of elephants, people in
Elephant”
Volkswagen car observing elephants, tourists taking photographs
<P.A.-Q-4-C>
of elephant, oxen, zebras at water hole, mother and baby elephant,
[color]
elephants bathing in mud hole, elephants scratching themselves,
[sound-narration]
elephants feeding on grass and trees, at water hole, flapping ears,
CS elephant skull and jawbone, elephant washing tusks, Forest
elephants in equatorial jungle, models of prehistoric elephants,
06:12:01
drawings of Hannibal’s March on Rome depicting elephants being
used in war
06:12:52
views of empty Roman arenas
06:13:06
drawings of 13th century elephants
06:13:27
drawing of head of Leonardo Da Vinci, drawing of Shakespeare,
CS books of Goldsmith’s Natural History, Africans looking at Indian
elephant, Indian statues of elephants, African art depicting elephants,
tourists around swimming pool, MLS boat on river, CS people in boat,
POV from boat, waterfall in Uganda, hippopotamus and crocodiles in
Nile River, baby elephants, LS PAN across terrain, sign at hotel: “Animals
Are Requested To Be Quiet Whilst Guests Are Drinking And Vice Versa”,
tourists watching wild elephant performing, CS many ivory tusks on table
at auction, African game wardens in truck, sign next to highway: “Beware
Elephant” with Caltex Oil truck going by, elephant near highway
(early 1980s) [Caltex Oil Co.]
06:27:56 2) film about conservation of African wild cats in East Africa
(S) “The Big Cats
-06:57:12 - lions, leopard, cheetah and cub, giraffe, cheetah in tree, leopard
Of Africa”
resting in tree, mother leopard and cub, mother lion with cubs,
<P.A.-Q-4-C>
family groups of lions, scientists building leopard trap, leopard
[color]
in trap, transmitting collar being put on tranquilized leopard,
[sound-narration]
scientists in truck with antenna tracking leopards, lions sleeping,
courting lions, tourists in vans taking photographs, cheetahs on auto,
jackal, lion stalking zebras, Mount Kilimanjaro in background
behind scene of lions killing animal, lions eating dead animal,
cheetah chasing antelope, SLOW MOTION cheetah catching up
to young antelope, cubs and mother cheetah eating dead antelope
(early 1980s) [Caltex Oil Co.]

